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Utilizing the following prerequisite scientific and mathematical information, students will be 
required to complete several problems to show basic understanding and competency.  At the 
beginning of the summer, students will be emailed (to their school issued email address) an access 
code that will allow students to log on to a website to complete word problems to show their 
understandings. 
 
 
PREREQUISITE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS 
AP Environmental Science is a college level course that combines content areas from earth science, 
biology, chemistry, physics, math and social studies. You are expected to enter the course with a 
good understanding of basic scientific and mathematical concepts and skills, as well as strong 
reading, writing, and speaking abilities. Although we will continue to develop these skills 
throughout the school year, your success in the class is also dependent upon what you bring to it at 
the onset. One goal of this summer assignment is to help you brush up on these skills and concepts. 
Over the summer, review the scientific concepts below as well as the mathematical calculations on 
the next page; we will be building upon and referencing them throughout the school year. You 
should be prepared to take a quiz on these skills and concepts during the first week of school. If 
you do not receive at least an 85% on the quiz, you will need to attend tutoring with me until you 
are able to achieve an 85%. 
 
Prerequisite Basic Scientific Concepts: 
You should be familiar with the following terms/concepts from Biology, Chemistry, and Earth 
Science: 
Organic vs. Inorganic      Gene 
Natural vs. Synthetic      Trait 
Kinetic vs. Potential Energy    Chromosome 
Radioactive Decay      Gene Pool 
Half Life      Natural Selection 
Law of Conservation of Energy    Biodiversity 
1st Law of Thermodynamics     Extinction 
2nd Law of Thermodynamics     Plate Tectonics 
Entropy       Weathering 
Organism       Climate Change    
Population       Climate vs. Weather 
Community      Rocks vs. Minerals 
Ecosystem 
Producers/Autotrophs  
Consumers/Heterotrophs  
Decomposers 
Photosynthesis (reactants and products)  
Cellular Respiration (reactants and products) 
Aerobic vs. Anaerobic Adaptation 
Mutation 
 
 



The Full Name of Each of These Chemicals: 
CO2 , CO, C6H12O6, CH4, H2, H2O, N2, NOx, NO3 ‐, NH3, O2, O3, P, PO43‐, S, SO2, Cl, K, NaCl, 
Pb, Hg, Rn, U 
 
PREREQUISITE BASIC MATHEMATICAL SKILLS 
Percentage 
17% = 17/100 = .17 
Remember that “percent” literally means divided by 100 
Percentage is a measure of the part of the whole: or part divided by whole times 100 
15 million is what percentage of the US population? 15 million/ 300 million = .05 x 100 = 5% 
What is 20% of a $15 bill, so that I can give a good tip? $15 x .20 = $15 x 20/100 = $3 
 
Rates 
Rise Y2 – Y1    slope   Change  y =mx + b    
Run X2 – X1      time       
 
All of the above are ways to look at rates. The second equation is the easiest way to calculate a 
rate, especially from looking at a graph. Rates will often be written using the word “per” 
followed by a unit of time, such as cases per year, grams per minute, or miles per hour. The word 
per means to divide, so miles per gallon is actually the number miles driven divided by one 
gallon.  Rates are calculating how much an amount changes in a given amount of time. 
 
Scientific Notation 
Thousand = 103 = 1,000 
Million = 106 = 1,000, 000 (people in the US) 
Billion = 109 = 1,000,000,000 (people on Earth) 
Trillion = 1012 = 1,000,000,000,000 (national debt) 
 
When using very large numbers, scientific notation is often easiest to manipulate. For example, 
the US population is 300 million people or 300 x 106 or 3 X 108 
 
When adding or subtracting, exponents must be the same. Add the numbers in front of the 10 and 
keep the exponent the same. 
 
When multiplying or dividing, multiply or divide by the number in front of the 10 and add the 
exponents if multiplying or subtract the exponents if dividing. 

Ex. 9 x 106 / 3 x 102 = (9/3) X 10(6‐2) = 3 X 104 
 
Dimensional Analysis 
You should be able to convert any unit into any other unit accurately if given the conversion 
factor. 
Online tutorials are available: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KrDxGIhqP3s 
http://www.chem.tamu.edu/class/fyp/mathrev/mr-da.html 
 
Prefixes 
m (milli) = 1 / 1000 = 10‐3 
c (centi) = 1 / 100 = 10‐2 
k (kilo) = 1000 = 103 
M (mega) = 1,000,000 = 106 
G(giga) = 1,000,000,000 = 109 
T(tera) = 1,000,000,000,000 = 1012 


